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battle of Hondschoote, but had been attested for not
following up the victory. Robespierre was mainly
responsible for the Committee's summary manner of
dealing with its generals. For fear that laxity on the part
of a general might be due to treason, he took it for
granted that it was treason, and acted accordingly. A
general had to be not only like Caesar's wife—above
suspicion—but like Caesar himself: invincible. If he
suffered defeat he might as well prepare to mount the
scaffold. Whatever might be said about the justice of
such a policy, there is no denying its effectiveness: it
produced victories.
It is, however, exceedingly doubtful if indignation
about the Committee's treatment of Houchard induced
Thuriot to resign. It appears far more probable that his
resignation was part of the strategy of the occasion. It
was but natural that a staunch Dantonist like Thuriot
should resign from a committee the Dantonists set out
to overthrow. Moreover, by joining the attackers on
the floor, Thuriot could and did give them valuable aid.
He undoubtedly expected to be a member of the new
Danton Committee intended to take the place of the
wrecked Robespierre government.
The assault began on the 24th. Danton himself re-
mained in the background, while his forces deployed.
The Committee's field of action was so vast that it was
not difficult to find weak spots. One could take this or
that regrettable incident, magnify it, paint it in blackest
colours, make it appear representative, and hold it up
to scorn. This was the strategy adopted. But it was on
the 25th that the Committee's enemies really went into
action. Speaker followed speaker. Accusation suc-
ceeded accusation. Goupilleau, Duhem, Briez, Merlin
.de Thionville, Delaunay assailed the Committee. It had
mismanaged the campaign in the Vendee. It had allowed

